Nunckley Quarry
The next four problems are on a wall to the left
of the big overhang.
1a. Arête 5
Climb up the left arête eliminating the large
chocked boulder. It is also the best way down.
Can be done form sitting down and right 5+?
1. Brambles 6b+
Starting on two flakes, reach up to the obvious
slot in the wall, carry on up to a ledge, then up
to the top from there. A sit start is possible
from down and left. 6c?
1b. Blackberry 7a+/b
Pull up to the slot and stay on the right
eliminating all the big ledges on the left for
hands and feet. Involves a big dyno to the
sloping top.
2. Brambley Arête 5+
Climb the obvious looking arete that has a
ledge a third of the way up.

Overhanging Wall
3. 6b

Climb up the slab then reach right to the lip holds on the overhang and top out.
4. Pre Menstrual Tension 7b+
Start from a strict sitting start with the right hand on the obvious pocket slot and left on a
small gaston undercut. Without the rock ledge/floor on the right make a very stif pull to get
off the round (Crux). Now climb up keeping hands on the overhanging wall and feet on the
side wall slab, with unusual moves, to gain the lip and top out as for prob 4.
5. Johnny's Rockover 6a
Start from standing on the boulder at the top of the slope and reach the lowest point of the
lip, pull up then move left to finish.

6. 7a
From the standing start on the boulder reach the lip again and pull on, this time finish by
moving up and right.
7. 7a+
Reach the lip again from the boulder start and make the pull on and traverse right following
the lip arête via a pocket to finish up this.
8. Sunstorm 7b
Once again start on the boulder and reach the lip. Pull on and this time traverse the lip
rightwards to the highest point of the overhang before topping out.
9. Shades of Grey 8a+

From a standing start climb up the steep wall on the drilled pockets with difficulty.
10. Rainstorm 7a
Start from sitting on the far right of the overhang on the obvious low ledge and traverse up
and left using the lowest line of slopes and edges until its possible to top out in the 1st cut
away in the overhang. nice! Can be extended to finish as for Shades of Grey 7a+/7b

11. Breakdown 7a
Start from sitting with the left hand on the slippery side pull, pull on and climb directly up
and left eliminating the low jug on the right (Starting hold for the other problems).
12. It's All About The Feet 6c
Start sitting on the low ledge. reach high to the ledge to start, move up and left to good
side pulls and a good jug in a groove, continue up the groove on crimpy ledges to topout.
13. 5+
From the same sitting start climb up the line of least resistance.
14. Monsoon 7c
Start up Pre Menstrual Tension and on getting to the lip link it into the traverse of
Sunstorm, at it's end carry on along the lip to reverse Rainstorm (being strict to stay on the
lowest holds) and finish as for prob 13. Epic pump!
15.
Right of the overhanging wall and left of the path is an obvious block. Start from sitting on
the block with feet on the back wall and climb up the arête. Possible problem just left.
Small Boulder
1. 5+/6a
Start matched in the break and follow
the good flakes trending left.
2. 6a+
Start sat on the left side of the boulder
in the middle of the face, on low edges
with feet on the left. Pull up and climb
directly up the face.
3. 6b+
From a sitting position on the boulder
with feet on the back of the cave.
Climb up the arête with an awkward
move bringing the feet out.

